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Abstract: Recovery from a hard fall is more difficult with age, and early detection of increased fall risk can support
early prevention training. The ETAP project focuses on detecting early signifiers like step length in real-time
and unobtrusively in older adult life with a single privacy-preserving depth sensor. This paper highlights our
efforts to estimate a healthy individual’s skeleton and stride length and outlines how this will be transferred to
care facilities. The best ResNet50-based model achieved a mean precision error of 17.49 cm per skeletal joint
and stride length error of 5.73 cm on the mean stride length over 727 steps and 7.52cm over 16.67 seconds.
Furthermore, 80% accuracy in step classification was achieved. These results show that gait parameter esti-
mation is accurately possible. In the future, we aim to improve these results and build an online system with
our care facility partners, transferring these findings to everyday life.

1 INTRODUCTION

Analysis of the human gait has a multitude of med-
ical and sports appliances (Hodgins, 2008), includ-
ing early detection of diseases like Parkinson’s (Han-
nink et al., 2018) or predicting increased fall risk
for the elderly (Runge and Hunter, 2006). Because
of these benefits, analysis should be regularly con-
ducted every or every other year (Lee et al., 2022).
It requires schooled personnel, and even if performed
binds time, the personnel and elderly might rather
spend otherwise (Stone and Skubic, 2012; Hodgins,
2008). Research and the need for automatic moni-
toring have increased with the increase of older pop-
ulations and has included inertial sensors (Hellmers
et al., 2018; Kroll et al., 2022; Greene et al., 2017;
Pedrero-Sánchez et al., 2023; Bet et al., 2021), grip
strength (Greene et al., 2014), smart floors (Chawan
et al., 2022; Mishra et al., 2022), cameras (Ferraris
et al., 2021), and depth sensors (Eichler et al., 2022;
Dubois and Charpillet, 2017; Dubois et al., 2017;
Dubois et al., 2019; Dubois et al., 2021).
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Mobility assessment tests are performed to under-
stand and evaluate the mobility, balance, and fall risk
for older adults. Different tests are performed, and
scores are given on factors such as the time taken
to complete the test. Automatically analyzing gait
allows for multiple useful test parameters, like step
length, stride length, or cadence, to be determined
continuously and outside the testing process. Figure
1 shows the distinction between step length and stride
length: step length is the distance between two feet,
and stride length is the distance between the same foot
when on the ground.

Figure 1: Gait parameters. Image from (Tekscan, 2019).

Most research focuses on the Timed-up-and-go
(TUG) test, as it is clearly defined and proven to pre-
dict frailty (Hellmers et al., 2018; Kroll et al., 2022;
Greene et al., 2017; Pedrero-Sánchez et al., 2023;
Bet et al., 2021; Dubois et al., 2017; Dubois et al.,
2019; Dubois et al., 2021). The Tinetti Test (Chawan
et al., 2022; Dubois et al., 2021), the PPA (Pedrero-
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Sánchez et al., 2023) and BBS (Eichler et al., 2022)
are also commonly used. The research community
now aims to validate if these test results and frailty
scores can also be predicted from everyday life, as
this would allow continuous monitoring in outpatient
settings (Choi et al., 2021). Another challenge in both
frailty and fall detection is the lack of data from neu-
rological patients (Betteridge et al., 2021) and the as-
sociated question of transferability.

Internal (body-worn) and external (environmen-
tal) sensors lend themselves to continuous everyday
life monitoring. Inertial Sensors are occlusion-free
and are with the inhabitant at all times, inside and
outside — if they remember and want to wear them.
Depth cameras are limited to the rooms in which they
are installed. However, in care facilities, the elderly
often stay in the same few rooms. Since the cam-
eras do not record facial features, they are easier for
inhabitants and care facility workers to accept than
traditional RGB cameras and are deemed privacy-
preserving. Crucially, the inhabitant does not need
to remember to wear them.

While research on human skeleton/pose estima-
tion from RGB(+D) cameras has improved substan-
tially over the years1 (Cao et al., 2021; Fang et al.,
2022; Zhang et al., 2022) and has been applied to gait
analysis (Viswakumar et al., 2019) the same cannot
be said for purely depth based approaches.

In this paper, we put forward our approach uti-
lizing classical and deep learning models to continu-
ously monitor the gait in everyday life by using a sin-
gle privacy-preserving depth camera. We specifically
focus on skeleton estimation, stride, and step length
calculation and lay out how we are currently bringing
these into elderly care facilities.

2 METHODS

We developed a multi-stage pipeline for skeleton es-
timation from depth images and, in turn, stride length
estimation from the skeleton. Multiple skeleton and
stride length estimation models on a custom-recorded
dataset are evaluated for this. Each is trained on the
first five sessions of the dataset and tested on the sixth.
The stride length estimation algorithms are tuned on
the motion capture data and applied without changes
to the extracted skeletons.

1paperswithcode.com/task/3d-human-pose-estimation
(last opened 26.10.23)

2.1 Metrics

We have used a multitude of metrics to capture each
model’s performance. Some consider skeleton accu-
racy, while others compare step detection and stride
length calculation.

The Mean Per Keypoint Positional Error deter-
mines how close the joint positions of the prediction
are to the ground truth on average (Zheng et al., 2022)
— smaller is better.

MPKPE =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

∥Ki − J∗i ∥2 (1)

N refers to the number of all joints and Ji and Ki being
the predicted and true positions, respectively.

The Procrustes-aligned Mean Per Keypoint
Positional Error is used to compare the skeletal struc-
ture by factoring out factors like scaling and rotation
(Reddy, 2015) — smaller is better.

The Percentage of Correct Keypoints gives the
percentage of joints within a certain distance (typi-
cally 15 cm) (Zheng et al., 2022). The range is 0-
100% — higher is better.

PCK =
100
N

N

∑
i=1

{
1, if ∥Ki − Ji∥2 < 15 cm
0, else

, (2)

The Mean Bone Standard Deviation is a measure
for the stability of the predicted skeleton by mean de-
viations in the bone length over time (Sun et al., 2017)
— smaller is better.

Step Percent describes the ratio of predicted steps
(S∗) and true amount of steps (S) and give a rough in-
dication if a model over- or underestimates the num-
ber of taken steps. The best value is 100%. Larger
values indicate too many recognized steps. Lower
values indicate missing steps.

SP =
S∗

S
(3)

Mean Stride Length Difference indicates how
large the model deviates from the true stride length on
average. If the predicted strides are too long, the met-
ric becomes positive and negative for too short strides.

MSLD =
1
|S|

·
|S|

∑
i=1

Si −
1
|S∗|

·
|S∗|

∑
i=1

S∗i (4)

The Distance Ratio (DR) gives the summed stride
difference between prediction and ground truth. Sim-
ilar to SP, the best value is 100%, with lower values
indicating underestimation and higher values indicat-
ing overestimation.

DR =
|S∗|

∑
i=1

S∗i · (
|S|

∑
i=1

Si)
−1 (5)
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The Step Distribution Distance (SDD) describes
the 5 cm binned histogram difference of stride lengths
between estimation and ground truth (Cha and Sri-
hari, 2002) — lower is better.

2.2 Dataset

The lab dataset was recorded at our BASE (Meier
et al., 2018) using the Optitrack Motion Capture and
newly installed Intel RealSense D435 depth sensor.
It was recorded from one person walking freely in
the room and comprises 89 min of data. It con-
tains 157,825 frames over six sessions of 14:50 min
at 120 GB. 2,375 depth frames were lost to techni-
cal errors and could not be recovered. The 2.95% of
missing motion capture joints were reconstructed us-
ing linear interpolation. Figure 2 shows a frame of
the recorded single channel 16 bit depth image with
848x480 pixel resolution on the left and the accord-
ing 3D motion capture rendering on the right. The
motion capture skeleton uses 21 Joints, including the
heels and toes of both feet. Additionally, the motion
capture includes 3DOF joint rotations. As these are
not strictly necessary for the developed algorithms,
we evaluated models using rotation and position as
well as position only.

Figure 2: Left: Colorized example image from the depth
sensor. Turquoise/green is close at ∼ 2.5 m (due to the cam-
era height), and dark red is far at ∼ 4.2 m. The person in
turquoise is in the front, and to their back right is a table.
Right: corresponding motion capture.

The motion capture and the depth camera both
use active infrared emitters that influence each other’s
precision. Therefore, the RealSense depth camera
was hardware synced with the Optitrack motion cap-
ture via inversed output sync signal from the Mo-
tive software via Optitrack eSync 2 and custom input
connector2 to the RealSense. The inversed exposure
signal results in a rising edge once the motion cap-
ture emitters are turned off, which triggers the depth
emitters and shutter3. In other words, the sensors

2Many thanks for connector confection to robotik.dfki-
bremen.de/ (last opened: 26.10.23)

3The whitepaper has since been withdrawn but the
technology still works with specific versions. More
info: github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense/issues/10926
(last opened: 26.10.23). Our Versions: RealSense SDK at

are synced to record directly after each other, such
that the emitters do not interfere. The Genlock mode
of the RealSense halves the framerate from 60fps to
30fps at the desired 848x480 resolution, and the mo-
tion capture is set to mirror this framerate as described
above, resulting in undisturbed signals at 30 Hz from
both sensors.

The stride lengths for this dataset are calculated
using the motion capture marker positions of the foot
joints at their low point in acceleration, i.e., when
placed on the ground during the single support of the
stance phase, see Section 3. The average stride length
and variation of the single recorded individual can be
seen in Figure 9. The average step length is 38 cm.

2.3 Recording Precision

Both sensors were checked for precision. A good
indicator for skeletal precision is the BSD, as de-
scribed in section 2.1. The BSD for all bones is
0.578 cm, with the left upper arm being most stable
at 4 · 10−6 cm and the left thigh being the most vari-
able at 1.308 cm.

According to Intel4, the optimum range for the
D435 is 30 cm - 3 m. With an RMS Depth Error
of ∼ 30 mm at 3 m distance (Grunnet-Jepsen et al.,
2020). This aligns with Mejia-Trujillo et al.’s study of
the RealSenses performance for gait analysis (Mejia-
Trujillo et al., 2019) and our findings.

3 STRIDE LENGTH ESTIMATION

There are two places where the stride length estima-
tion is applied: (1) for ground truth calculation and (2)
for final prediction. In the former case, the algorithm
is applied to the motion capture data; in the latter, it is
applied to the extracted skeletons. The former case is
focused on as the algorithm works similarly for both.

The subject was able to move freely in the room.
Thus, the ground truth stride lengths cannot be pre-
determined and must be estimated from the motion
capture. The core idea is based on the not-moving
foot during ground contact in the stance phase. Fig-
ure 3 shows the speed of the left foot over a 13 second
window. The signal was cleaned by applying a But-
terworth Lowpass filter of second order. The cut-off
is set to 4 Hz, based on the assumption of a maximum
2 Hz walking speed. As can be seen, the speed reg-
ularly hits zero, indicating a mid-stance. The devel-
oped algorithm then detects the local minimum and

2.50.0, RealSense Firmware at 05.13.00.50
4intelrealsense.com/depth-camera-d435/ (last opened

26.10.23
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sets a minimum distance between two mid-stances to
prevent noise from influencing the results. The mini-
mum distance was tuned by hand on the ground truth
data, such that the number of steps matches the ones
taken during the session, as depicted in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Speed of the left foot. Detected middle stance
phase marked with X. The image shows 13 s.

Figure 4 shows another example of the determined
ground truth steps by plotting each foot in blue or yel-
low and indicating heel and toe motion capture mark-
ers.

Figure 4: Detected Steps. Blue is the left foot, and orange
is the right foot. The arrow starts at the heel and ends at the
toe of the motion capture data.

3.1 Motion Capture Estimation from
Depth Video

The baseline CNN architecture consists of three
convolutional layers with Max-Pooling and RELU-
activation, as shown in Figure 5. Depending on
whether the network should predict rotation, the out-
put is either size 63 or 126. The 164 million parame-
ters are trained using the Adam optimizer.

The second architecture is based on Li and Chan’s
work (Li and Chan, 2015) and uses a fourth convolu-
tional layer and a Dropout layer with a 25% dropout.
The architecture is shown in Figure 6. The dimen-
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Figure 5: Baseline CNN architecture.

sions were adjusted from Li and Chan’s RGB input
to our single channel depth input. Like the baseline
CNN architecture, the Adam optimizer was used for
training. A variation of this model includes the us-
age of an Average Pooling Layer in the first layer to
reduce the number of trainable parameters from 106
million to 13 million.
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Figure 6: Li and Chan-based CNN architecture.

The third model is based on the ResNet50 archi-
tecture used by Sun et al. (Sun et al., 2017), as shown
in Figure 7. The ResNet50 was once trained with the
L1-Norm and once with the compositional loss, as
proposed by Sun et al. The core idea of the composi-
tional loss is to take the dependencies between joints
into account to achieve a more stable skeleton predic-
tion. The SGD optimizer was used with a momentum
of 0.9.

The compositional loss trained network outputs
joint positions relative to the hip. As we wanted to
keep the stride length algorithm the same, we also in-
cluded a simple CNN that predicts the hip position
as an absolute value and then transforms the relative
joints into absolute positions.
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Figure 7: ResNet50 architecture.

3.2 Results

Table 1 shows the aggregated results of all model vari-
ants. As mentioned, each model was trained on the
first five sessions and tested on the sixth session of
the dataset. The best model per metric is marked in
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Table 1: Results of all Models. (1) Baseline CNN: with rotation (1a) and without (1b). (2) Li and Chan-based CNN: with
rotation (2a) and without (2b). (3) Model (2) with AvgPool Layer: with rotation (3a), without (3b), and without + smaller
Learning Rate (3c). (4) ResNet50: with rotation + L1-Loss (4a), without + L1-Loss (4b), without + MSE Loss (4c) and
without + Compositional Loss (4d).

MPKPE↓ (cm) PMPKPE↓ (cm) PCK↑ (%) BSD↓ (cm) SP (%) MSLD (cm) DR (%) SDD↓

1a) 25.20 18.57 41.46 3.00 123.81 -11.09 107 11428
1b) 25.03 18.41 67.23 2.15 126.15 -10.20 110 11645
2a) 28.94 18.75 30.88 1.30 106.81 1.21 108 9773
2b) 25.00 18.10 67.94 1.90 106.59 1.68 109 9770
3a) 23.61 18.07 35.57 1.67 121.89 -9.84 107 9881
3b) 19.03 17.16 76.75 2.01 121.54 -10.87 105 10442
3c) 20.24 17.90 73.38 1.70 122.85 -12.29 104 10689
4a) 17.49 16.15 59.72 1.11 115.35 -7.53 105 7032
4b) 17.62 16.02 83.31 1.23 116.04 -5.73 108 6620
4c) 21.34 18.67 74.97 3.97 120.78 -7.00 110 8864
4d) 32.21 27.78 31.50 0.00 119.48 -13.23 100 10728

bold. The ResNet50 models generally perform best,
except for the Step Percent (SP) and Mean Stride
Length Difference (MSLD), where the Li and Chan-
based CNN outperforms them. Notably, all models
perform better without predicting the rotation (a vs. b
variants), specifically in the PCK metric. The higher
error on rotation corresponds with the notion that ro-
tations are challenging to get right from a single depth
image, and the additional free parameters are helpful
to model performance.

The ResNet50 architectures outperform any other
model on the skeleton-based metrics (MPKPE, PMP-
KPE, PCK, and BSD) by a margin. 17.49 cm and
17.62 cm mean keypoint error (MPKPE) is the lowest
recorded, and 83% PCK (e.g., 83% of points are off
by less than 15 cm) is the highest reported. Consid-
ering the 3 cm RealSense error, this is quite a good
value. The compositional loss based ResNet seems to
have learned the skeletal structure perfectly but does
not apply it correctly to the depth images, resulting in
a perfect BSD and DR but otherwise subpar results,
requiring further investigation.

Considering the estimated strides, all models over-
estimate the steps taken (SP larger than 100%). This
can be explained by the higher noise in the depth-
based skeletons over the motion capture ground truth,
as seen in Figure 8. A key option includes using
a more sophisticated time-sequence model for mid-
stance or direct stride length estimation.

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show the 5 cm binned
stride histograms for models 2b) and 4b), respec-
tively. The Li and Chan-based CNN underestimates
most strides. Specifically, the ground truth peak
around 90 cm is not fully accounted for. Model 2b)
does have a 106% SP and a DR of 110%, indicating
that the number of steps found matches the ground
truth. However, it seems there are too many short

Figure 8: Speed comparison left foot ground truth vs pre-
dicted by model 4b.

strides counterbalanced by a few double-width strides
(see 300 cm strides in Figure 9).

Figure 9: Model 2b) 5 cm binned histograms of the ground
truth (blue) and predicted (orange) steps.

In contrast, model 4b) main issue is the overly rec-
ognized short strides, as seen in the histogram 10 and
the 116% SP. However, the stride length distribution
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best matches the ground truth, and the DR is at 108%
(indicating that too many steps are found), but the
summed distance remains close to the ground truth.
The notion is further supported by Figure 11. At lo-
cations (0, 0) and (-150, 0), two mid-stance phases on
the right foot are recognized, where only one should
be; accordingly, these are two of the too-short strides.
Almost all other phases are correctly identified and
reasonably close to the ground truth.

Figure 10: Model 4b) 5 cm binned histograms of the ground
truth (blue) and predicted (orange) steps.

Figure 11: Model 4b). Subsequence of the sixth session.
The left foot is plotted in orange, and the right foot is in
blue. Full color represents predicted steps. Faded color is
ground truth.

4 STEP LENGTH
CLASSIFICATION

Step Length estimation and classification extend the
stride length estimation and are essential for various
mobility assessment tests such as SPPB (Short Phys-
ical Performance Battery) (Guralnik, 1994) where
classification into shorter, longer, or usual length steps
impacts score calculations.

The ground truth calculation for step length dif-
fers from stride length as this is the point in time
when both feet are on the ground and the local max-

ima of the Euclidean distance between the two feet,
as shown in Figure 12. The step length is then de-
rived from the motion capture foot joints, considering
the person’s center of mass and walking direction, see
(de Queiroz Burle et al., 2020). This differs from the
stride length estimation, as both feet are considered
here, whereas the same foot is considered in stride
length. Local maxima are determined using a sliding
window of eleven frames and scipy’s argrelextrema
function.

Figure 12: Euclidean distance between right and left foot
for first 1000 frames.

Table 2: Distribution of step into various classes according
to the step length.

Class Range (cm)
normal 30.4 to 45.6
small < 30.4
big > 45.6

other -

Based on the step length ground truth, four dif-
ferent classes are created: other, typical step, small
step, and big step. The normal range is considered ac-
cording to the age, height, and sex of the participant
in the dataset (Gill et al., 2016). Every step that is
20% higher than the average length (38 cm, see Sec-
tion 2.2) is considered a big step, and every step that
is 20% smaller than the average length, is considered
a small step, as shown in Table 2. Only the frames
with local maxima are considered steps for this task,
and all other frames are labeled as other. This makes
the task substantially harder but allows us to apply the
same model to online data in the future.

The classification into said four classes is real-
ized with a few variations: (1) using the complete
21 positional skeletons vs. only the left and right leg
joints and (2) using Random Forests vs. K-Nearest-
Neighbor classifiers.

The data was re-balanced during preprocessing by
random sub-sampling of the other class and split into
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Figure 13: Confusion Matrix of RF classifier using only leg joints vs. the whole skeleton.

a randomized 80:20 split — furthermore, all absolute
joint positions were converted to be relative to the hip
joint. After an extensive grid search, the best classi-
fier is the Random Forest, with a maximum depth of
20 and 150 trees. The most prominent features found
via the RF’s feature importance are the leg joints, in-
cluding Foot, Toe Base, Up Leg, and Leg. Figure 13
shows the RFs performance on all joints vs only the
leg joints.

The evaluation was performed using 10-fold
cross-validation. The RF classifier performed best
(80% accuracy), slightly trailed by the KNN (77% ac-
curacy). The RF performs slightly better when using
only the most prominent leg joints, with an increase
of 2% accuracy.

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we put forward our approach to gait
parameter estimation from a single depth sensor in
preparation for online everyday frailty assessments in
elderly care facilities. We collected a 90 min dataset
with custom hardware synchronization of the Opti-
track Motion Capture and Intel RealSense D435 and
evaluated three deep learning approaches to pose es-
timation, our algorithm for stride length estimation,
and our models for step length classification.

The skeleton estimation achieved a 17.49 cm
mean per key point error (MPKPE) with an error of
3 cm attributed to the depth sensor and the partici-
pant’s distance. Building on this, the stride length
estimation often overestimated the number of steps
taken but is very close to the ground truth by means of
stride lengths (SDD of 6620) and total distance (DR
of 108%). The main issue was mid-stance phases de-
tected where none were present, resulting in too many
small steps predicted. The step length classification

showed good results with 80% accuracy. While the
feature importance ranking showed the feet joints to
be most crucial, using all joints almost performed on
par, leaving room to investigate occlusions and com-
pare to works based on silhouette tracking.

6 FUTURE WORK

The next logical step is to combine the deep learning-
based pose estimation and machine learning-based
step length/stride length estimation and add time se-
quence modeling. This way, both partial occlusions
and time context can further improve the stability of
all models. Another approach currently under inves-
tigation is transferring RGB-pre-trained models like
AlphaPose and PoseNet or their architectures into
depth only, like done above with the ResNet50 archi-
tecture.

A key question remaining is the transferability to
elderly patients as well as unsupervised everyday life
settings. For this, we recorded 10,000+ h of depth
data in three elderly care facilities and plan to apply
the above findings, models, and future improvements
after finishing annotation and preprocessing.

The keen eye might have noticed that almost all
models above are technically real-time capable. After
further evaluation of the aforementioned facility data,
we aim to deploy these into the facilities to evaluate
their impact on everyday care personnel work and in-
habitants’ well-being.
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